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W H AT  I S  B I O M E C H A N I C S ?  

Physiology, is the term given to how the body works; the physics of 
biology. In acrobatics the body is viewed as a large group of levers that 
allow the body to change its shape internally, in order for  it to interact with 
the external world in different ways. In “Building Biomechanics” we 
discussed how changing the shape of the body will change what flip you 
do. We are going to dive into how the shape changes that create 
acrobatics are possible in the first place, based on how the human body 
has been developed over millions of years. In this section we will see how 
there is an underlying simple method to how the body works and moves, 
even though there are many ways that it can accomplish this feat.  It is 
quite complex, but with an underlying simplicity we can all understand. 


This simplicity should seem similar to how we have taken nutrition, 
strength and conditioning, building skills and even building partnerships 
and made a really easy repeating pattern in all of these areas. This book is 
for older readers who want to know more about the human body. For you 
younger Flippers see “Building Nutrition” for a simpler version.




Anatomical Position, Body Planes & Axes: 
  

The “Anatomical Position” is a term that 
scientists use to explain the body structure on 
all axes, as shown in the diagram at right. The 
palms are facing outwards, the feet are shoulder 
width apart and the head is straight. From here 
we can look at the axes and the planes of 
movement from this neutral, universal ’starting 
position.’


The body has three major axes; Horizontal, 
Longitudinal and Anteroposterior. Although I 
used different terms in the RPF, it is still the 
same three axes in anatomy, so don’t worry 
about the terminology. We also did away with one of the axis in the RPF to 
describe rotational possibilities but in the labeling of the human body we 
still use the three axes model. The important thing to know is that 
although we have different names for all axes, they all still work in 
exactly the same manner. The mechanics to create a rotation around the 
Horizontal axis is the same for all three axes.


Forget for a minute that you have eyes, ears and a nose. What would be a 
front flip and what would be a back flip? You would not be able to tell 
hypothetically. Although the human body has evolved to identify a “front” 
and a “back” it does not mean that physics has that same distinction. It is 
important to stress that human beings have identified what we can 
observe with our five senses, not what is underlying these stimulus 
receptors or what is outside of their ranges.


The planes of movement are only used to help those new to the human 
body learn to understand its mechanics through labels: 


Front and Back Flips are in the Sagittal Plane 

Twists are in the Transverse Plane 

Cartwheels are in the Coronal Plane 



We simply label the axes as a way to start identifying what part of the body 
is moving in what direction. Knowing the axes labels is important because 
it makes you more aware of what you are doing as an advanced Flipper or 
coach and allows you to map out your body movements. In this way you 
can ensure your Freestyle skills are created properly and efficiently. 


Fundamentally this basic anatomy is nothing more than labeling 
‘streets’ to know where you are in the ‘city.’ 


This story is about practical knowledge so acrobatic coaches will not need 
to tell an athlete that the “Actin and Myosin linkages did not have enough 
Adenosine Triphosphate to catalyze the contraction of the Abductor Brevis 
on that lateral lunge.”  Instead a coach will say that the athlete "didn’t jump 
far enough to the side.”  

Make no mistake, however, parents and athletes will be more accepting of 
your coaching if they think you actually know what these terms mean and 
how to apply them. It shows that you care enough to have the knowledge 
and have taken the time to learn it; therefore, they are more likely to 
trust that you know what you are doing. For younger athletes and 
coaches, it is a great way to help increase your pathway up the hierarchy 
of coaching. 


On the next several pages there is a reference of terms that a physiologist 
or anatomist would use in their professional line of work. It will help you to 
start looking at the body as a mechanical or anatomical machine that can 
build movements systematically the way we describe in “Building 
Trampoline Skills." I have organized it in such a way that will allow you to 
print off these pages and post them on your gym, bedroom wall or within 
your personal training logs for quick reference. 




Anatomical Bone References: 

Anterior - Towards the front of the body; toes are anterior to the heels of the body 

Posterior - Towards the back of the body; Scapula is posterior to the Sternum 

Superior - Above a part of the body; Humerus is superior to the Ulna


Inferior - Lower then a part of the body; hands are inferior to the forearm


Proximal - Closer to the trunk of the body; ribs are proximal to the toes


Distal - Farther from the trunk of the body; fingers are distal to the elbow


Superficial - Closer to the surface of body; skin is superficial to blood vessels


Deep - Closer to the inner most part of the body; heart is deep to the eyebrows


Medial - Towards the midline of the body; legs rotated medially during a bad squat 

Lateral - Towards the outside of the body; push knees out laterally during squats


Muscle Movements:  

Flexion - The length of the muscle gets smaller by contracting


Extension - The length of the muscle gets longer by extending 


Hyperextension - The length of the muscle becomes too long 


Hyper-flexion - The length of the muscle becomes too short

Hands and Feet Special Labels: 

Dorsi Flexion - Pulling the toes towards the shins (upwards) 

Planter Flexion - Pointing the toes downwards 

Pronation - Palms turn downwards 

Supination - Palms turn upwards 

Eversion - Lateral side of the foot rotates laterally 

Inversion - Medial side of the foot rotates medially



Types Of Joints in the Body: 

The joints of the body are not that complicated. Above is a picture that 
shows various joints. This diagram is merely a reference for coaches and 
athletes. 

For acrobatics the most important joints are the “Ball and Socket” and 
“Hinge Joints.” The knees, hips, elbows and shoulders create the most 
drastic shape changes in the body when you are flipping or twisting. 


As people age the joints tend to wear down due to friction and constant 
rubbing from years of movement. Sometimes joints wear down due to 
autoimmune disorders, such as Rheumatoid Arthritis, but for the most part 



it is just a natural part of aging. The ends of bones have "Articulating 
Cartilage” which acts as an extra layer of protection for rubbing joints. 


Cracking your joints is caused when the cartilage around your joint is 
stretched, which releases the built-up air in the joint, which creates the 
‘crack.’ Cracking your joints has not shown to be harmful, however that 
being said, excessive joint cracking can inflame the joints, weaken the 
joints and over time will wear down the cartilage, so it may not be a habit 
you wish to start.


The body contains many different receptors that help monitor the body’s 
condition and position in space so the brain can react if necessary. A 
“Baroreceptor” is a receptor sensitive to changes in pressure.  It can cause 
a pain sensation in the brain if joints have been damaged. This is why you 
may hear people who have had a dislocated elbow claim to have pain 
when it is about to rain. The receptors in the joints can ‘sense’ the drop in 
atmospheric pressure.


You also have “Mechanoreceptors” that send signals to the brain that tell 
the brain how much tension there is in each muscle and tendon. The 
signals are sent to the brain and create a 3D ‘map’ in your head telling you 
where your arm is in relation to your leg or your external surroundings. 
Many people think that spatial awareness is a mental capacity. No it’s not. 
It is based on real body movements and the previous movements you do 
tell your body what expect for the next movements throughout your entire 
life Degree-By-Degree. This way spatial awareness is build up in the mind 
based on real world movements done during training. The building 
process discussed throughout this entire training program applies to 
spatial awareness as well. That is why the RPF and SAQ mentioned in 
“Building Biomechanics” works so efficiently as a training tool. Your brain 
is already doing this naturally and we are just externalizing it to better 
appreciate it.




In the next section we will show you the important bone anatomy that will 
act as scaffolding for the muscles. These muscles will pull the levers of the 
body into different positions making acrobatics possible.


The picture above simply shows the “Somatosensory Map” that is in your 
brain. As you can see this part of the brain literally takes the signals of 
tension from all muscles in the body and gives a weighted average to 
different parts of the body. You would refer to this ‘weighted average’ as 
‘sensitivity’ and you can see above that your face takes up more space on 
the ‘map’  and has a higher ‘weight’ in the brain than your arm which, as 
you can see, has a lower weight. These weights are determined by 
evolution and survival mechanisms.


The Somatosensory Cortex (blue) measures the tension of muscles and 
tendons. The Motor Cortex (red) sends the signal outwards to respond 
appropriately through training. Your joints and muscles determine your 
spatial awareness so train your movements carefully and fill in that 
‘map’ by going through as many different movements as possible.




Boney Land Markings: 

The "Boney Land Markings” are similar to the way we describe 
geographical characteristics of the Earth. The same way each mountain, 
river, crater, street or valley is labeled we also identify land markings on the 
human body to be able to provide scientists with an understanding of what 
part of the body others are describing, even if you don’t speak the same 
language.  

Each boney land marking generally has a tendon or a ligament attached to 
it. By knowing the land markings you can infer where that muscle 
originates and what bone it attaches to. You can then infer what lever will 
be rotating if that muscle contracts or extends. 


This is the crucial part of anatomy that all acrobats must know!  

The better you know your anatomy, muscle origins and insertions, by 
studying the boney land markings, the more precise you can be with the  
progressions, or new skills you create. You should notice how the 
attachment points on the bones are not in the middle of a joint. 


As mentioned in “Building Biomechanics,” to create rotation, you 
need The 1% Rule both internally and externally. 


Many muscles come together for major movements and by having your 
levers in the wrong position you can actually create the wrong type of 
imbalances that affect performance over the long term.


Starting on the next page we will start going through the bone anatomy. 
Again do not worry about all the specific labels but make sure you see the 
common thread in the labeling system and the overall important points 
that will be useful when training and coaching.




Feet Boney Land Markings: 

 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The Talus is the large bone in the ankle, which articulates with the Tibia 
of the leg and the navicular bone of the foot, which connects with the 
Tibia and Fibula of the shin to make your ankle joint. 


Feet and hands are constructed much the same way.


Babies are born with a pad of fat where the foot arch is located and at 
about 2 - 3 years of age it becomes a muscle.


Toenails grow slower than fingernails, about 1 mm a month, because 
they don’t have as much wear and tear on them as fingernails.


When people stand in a circle there is a tendency to point their feet 
towards the dominant person in the group.




Lower Leg Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The Interosseous Membrane helps keep the Fibula and Tibia together 
and can be one of the factors that causes “shin splints” if not exercised 
properly. (The FTA has videos about shin split therapy) 

Medial and Lateral Malleolus cage the Talus of the foot to create the 
ankle joint. The cage created by these bones articulating is why your 
ankles have less mobility than the shoulder joint. 


The Medial and Lateral Condyle at the superior end of the Tibia forms 
the bottom of the knee joint.




The Knee: 

The Knee is simply the space between the Femur (thigh) and the Tibia. The MCL 
and LCL are tendons that attach on the boney land markings above and below 
the knee to help keep the knees from sliding sideways. The PCL and the ACL 
cross in the middle and keep the knee from sliding forwards and backwards. 
Depending on the sport, each ligament has its own load to bear and unless 
trained properly, knee injuries can ruin an athletes career very quickly with one 
wrong sudden movement. 


A hometown friend of mine destroyed his UFC career just as it was getting 
started because he started squatting weights that were above what we could 
handle. Once we delve into the muscle anatomy you will see that we need to 
strengthen the muscles around the knee, not the “knee” itself. 


As previously mentioned, articular or articulating cartilage is extra connective 
tissue that is coated on the ends of certain bones to help reduce friction. We 
use our knees a lot to walk and run so the body has equipped us with an 
extra layer of protection on the ends of these bones called “Meniscus." Not 
all bones have the same uniform amount. Meniscus is just a thicker version of 
that connective tissue and acts as a pad to help reduce the colliding of the Tibia 
and Femur when moving. Here you can see how evolution has created a way for 
the body to move on the earth over many years. History has created a lot that 
we rely on and many do not realize it was done this way systematically.




Upper Leg Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The Lateral and Medial Condyle and Epicondyles are attachment points 
for muscles and ligaments that hold the knee together. 


The Femur is the strongest bone in the body and hardest to break. 


The head of the Femur connects into the Acetabulum of the Pelvis and 
creates a ball and socket joint that has minimal mobility but allows for 
more stability. An arm is able to move freely to a higher degree than a 
leg. This is why human beings throw footballs with their arms, which are 
better suited to create that momentum, due to a larger range of motion.  
Legs are great for stability but with less range of motion.


An elephant is the only land mammal that cannot jump – its bodyweight 
is simply too much for any joint to survive the impact.




Pelvis Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The Iliac Crest is where many core muscles are attached to and keep 
your torso stable. 


The Acetabulum is where the head of the femur attaches to the pelvis.


The Coccyx is also known as your “tail bone.” 


The Obturator Foramen is the ‘hoop' that allows for blood vessels and 
nerves to pass through without impinging the vessels when you bend at 
the hips.


A women's pelvis will narrow as they age, suggesting that they start out 
wider to accommodate childbearing and then shift when that is no 
longer necessary.


http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/04/woman-s-pelvis-narrows-she-ages


Spine Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

C1 (The “Atlas” - The Greek God) and C2 (The “Axis”) swivel on top of each 
other which allows you to turn your head but not the rest of the spine.


C2 is called the Axis because the Atlas rotates around it like the Earth.


The most common trampoline neck injuries happen between C5 and C6 
due to the shape of the spine. That is the first vertebrae that is not lined 
up straight underneath the skull. Energy escapes out of the kinks in the 
chain and that is the first evolutionary kink with the smallest vertebrae.


A lot of muscles attach to the spine and each one of them help to 
stabilize the spine and reduce the amount of load the Vertebral Disk 
takes.




Vertebrae Boney Land Markings:  

There are roughly 50,000 species that have a spinal cord. The spine is a 
series of vertebrae extending from the skull to the tail bone, enclosing the 
spinal cord and provides protection to those sensitive neural cells. In the 
human spine (or vertebral column) there are seven cervical vertebrae (in the 
neck), twelve thoracic vertebrae (to which the ribs are attached), and five lumbar 
vertebrae (in the lower back).


The vertebra is basically a very thick nerve compared to the very 
small nerve cells in the brain and rest of the body.  

Evolution has built the spine in this manner as a way to allow the human 
body to protect the sensitive nerves along the spine and innervating the 
lower legs to the toes. By separating the spine’s protective bones into 26 
smaller shifting vertebrae the body can move in many different ways, 
which is important for survival. If you only had one bone spanning the 
distance from C1 to the tail bone you would be very stiff and unable to do 
acrobatics. 


The ‘squishy’ disks between the vertebrae act just like the Meniscus in 
the knee joint and allow the body to take a load and slightly compress 
the spine, much like shock absorbers on a car. Sometimes the bending 
of the spine or the load applied to the spine is too great. In this case the 
Intervertebral Disk can slip out of place and put pressure on the large 



spinal nerve causing pain. This is called a “Disk Herniation.” It can be 
treated with physiotherapy and medical attention, depending on the 
severity. 


In the previous diagrams you can see that each vertebral disk has an 
opening where a smaller branch of the nerve can leave the larger spinal 
nerve and extend to different parts of the body; such as the internal 
organs, arms, hands and fingers. These smaller branches are called 
“Plexus” and are pretty consistent between each individual person. When 
a spinal injury occurs at a specific vertebral disk the doctor will also be 
able to identify which other parts of the body may be affected by these 
smaller branches.


Think of it like a tree. If you cut lower branches, the smaller branches 
on the ends also die. 

You can view the nervous system as a communication network where all 
nerves, big or small, talk to each other, telling the brain what is happening 
moment to moment in each part of the body. In this way the brain can 
‘choose’ the right decisions to keep you alive. 


Not all signals have to go all the way back to the brain for you to react to 
it. Reflexes are pre-programmed “short cuts” from millions of years of 
repeated behaviours throughout evolution and act as a quick survival 
response that happens before the signal goes all the way to the brain. It  
simply makes you react faster and ‘automatically’ to major issues. 


For example, studies have been done on paraplegics who are suspended 
over a treadmill with a harness and the body automatically begins to walk 
even though the brain is not controlling it. Other reflexes are important 
evolutionary reactions that allow us to shorten our tendons or muscles 
under sudden pressure; such as the Patellar Reflex (ie. when a doctor hits your 
knee with a small rubber hammer and your knee jolts). 



Rib Cage Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:  

The ribs originate from the spine and wrap around the front of the body, 
creating a protective cage of bone and muscle to protect the internal 
organs.


Ribs 11 and 12 are known as “Floating Ribs” because they do not 
actually connect to the rest of the cage. This increases mobility of the 
human body. 


The Xiphoid Process is a small bone you can feel in the middle of your 
chest that acts as an attachment point for the Abdominal Cavity and 
Diaphragm. This is important for normal breathing.


The Clavicle helps to hold together the shoulder joint and Scapula 
which is on the backside of the rib cage.


The Costal Cartilage is the bodies way of keeping the cage protective 
but able to absorb shocks that can break a perfectly solid bone frame.




Scapula Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:  

The Scapula slides on the back of the rib cage to allow for full shoulder 
movements and only “attaches” to the body through the Acromion 
which attaches to the Clavicle. 

The Scapula is wide and flat so that as it slides within the body along 
the backside of the rib cage it does not “flip” over.


Shoulder impingement is common with many ball-throwing sports or 
exercises with overhead movements. Be careful with your athletes and 
slowly develop shoulder movements to reduce risk of pinching nerves.


The Glenoid Cavity is where the head of the Humerus fits into and forms 
the shoulder joint. Ligaments and muscles keep the Humerus attached 
to the Glenoid Cavity. 




Shoulder Joint / Rotator Cuff Muscles: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

All 4 Rotator Cuff muscles securely hold the upper arm in the Glenoid 
Cavity along with other muscles, such as the Pectoralis Major and Minor 
as well as other tendons. 


Compared to the Acetabulum in the Pelvis, the Glenoid Cavity is much 
shallower, so the joint is not as secured but much more mobile.


By specifically isolating the shoulder joint in specific positions you can 
increase the demand on the Rotator Cuff muscles alone by reducing the 
activation of the other muscles that keep the shoulder stable. 


If you are thinking of doing any major Rotator Cuff muscle exercises 
specifically, please see a professional or you may do long term damage 
to your joints. Normally Rotator Cuff exercises are not overly necessary 
for acrobatic based movements. The shoulder as a whole, including the 
Rotator Cuffs, will strengthen over time. Individual muscle isolation 
exercises tend to be utilized in cases of shoulder injuries.




Humerus Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:


The Humerus is built much like the Femur with a smaller head but 
similar Epicondyles that have muscles attach to them.


The Latissimus Dorsi attaches to the posterior side of the Humerus 
which is why athletes who do a lot of chin-ups have a “V” shaped back.


The Pectoralis Major (chest muscle) also attaches to the Humerus on the 
Deltoid Tuberosity which is why “Iron Cross" on rings creates large 
chest muscles.




Forearm Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE:  

The Olecranon Process is what the average person would call the 
“Elbow.” 


There is another Interosseous Membrane between the Radius and the 
Ulna like between the Fibula and Tibia in the lower leg.


The Styloid Process on the Ulna is the base of the wrist joint.




The Hand Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The hands are built much the same way as the feet. This shows the 
elegance of evolution’s building process.


Webbing between the fingers extended to the Middle Phalanges when 
our ancestors were more water-borne organisms than humans are 
today.


Grabbing objects by ‘grasping’ all fingers at once was the original circuit 
and as human beings started doing more complicated finger 
movements a new circuit was laid on top of the old circuit, allowing for 
more dexterity. The old circuit is still there but is over powered when 
only needing to move certain fingers.




Skull Boney Land Markings: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The boney land markings of the face will have muscles attached that are 
meant to make facial expressions to help communicate with other 
people. These muscles are connected to different parts of the brain that 
communicate different emotions to other people. Emotions are nothing 
more than responses to environment interactions that you don’t really 
consciously understand or can’t really control; such as, blinking, 
lowering the eye brows, etc…All facial expressions are meant to 
communicate conscious and subconscious emotions. 


The Sutures are where the different sections of a baby’s skull solidify. 
The Sutures are the only way to fit a newborns large skull out of the 
woman’s Uterus without severely hurting the baby or the mother, as it 
allows the soft skull to be flexible. The Zygomatic Bone is also known 
as the “Cheek Bone” and acts to create a ridge around the eye socket 
so that the fragile eye can be protected from incoming objects. 


The majority of the nose is actually cartilage on top of a relatively small 
hard bone.




Conclusions on Boney Land Markings: 

You should be able to skim through these labels and hopefully memorize a 
few of the key markings but even more importantly, remember the 
consistencies and similarities in the creation of the human body. 


The body was created to serve the environment in which it lives. Over the 
years specific trade-offs were made between protection and mobility. If we 
were only built for protection, all movements would be slow and limited. If 
we were only built for mobility the bones would be reconstructed in a way 
to reduce the depth of the ball and socket joints, increase cartilage and 
reduce bone limitations.


Human beings seem to be a happy medium between a tortoise with 
an unbreakable shell and a very flexible, yet fragile Squid or Octopus. 
Bones simply act as the levers in the body and the boney land markings 
are where the muscles, tendons and ligaments attach, to pull the levers 
into different positions and create new shapes that create new skills in 
acrobatics. 


It should be noted that not every evolved modification is actually good for 
survival. Through time and evolution, these weak traits are removed over 
many generations and in this way the body is always modifying itself for 
new environments and new challenges.


In the next section I will show you some diagrams, similar to the boney 
land markings, that demonstrate the major attachments and origins of 
muscles that help to pull you into different acrobatic shapes.




Chapter 2: Muscles of the Human Body 
Human muscles are bands or bundle of fibrous tissue that has the ability 
to contract, producing movement or maintaining the same position. They 
also react to gravity and cause rotation in the external world on the Earth 
(as well as the entire Universe), so from birth you have actually been flipping in 
the Universe. Even in the womb before light hits your eyes your ancestors 
have been rotating around the Universe. In fact, when you attempt to do 
your ‘first' flip you actually have already done it; you just didn’t know it. We 
discussed this reality in “Building Biomechanics” so please read that book 
for a quick review.


You are changing your body shape relative to the previous flips you 
have already been doing your entire life. A “flip” is not something you 
do, it is actually more of a change in the “type” of rotation you do, 
which is why the levers that change your shape are crucially 
important for all flips.


The muscles that pull on the levers into different shapes all work the same 
way generally speaking. They can contract (compress) or extend (lengthen) 
and by doing this compression/extension with the right levers, at the right 
time, with the right momentum, you will create a rotation as discussed in 
the ”Building Biomechanics.” Muscles have to contract and lengthen 
symbiotically or your body will get locked into place. This can happen 
when there is a shortage of energy.


Muscles tend to attach to two points on the levers (bones), called the 
"Origin and Insertion." Many muscles attach to more than only two 
points on the bones to give more strength and control over the shape 
change. By looking at it from an Origin and Insertion perspective it is easy 
to understand the underlying theory to human shape changing, whether it 
is inducing a 100 meter dash or a quadruple back flip. 


Yes, there are a lot of complicated names but it is important to note that all 
parts of the complex names tells you something about the muscle and its 
purpose. There are hundreds of Latin root words and we will not go 
through them all but commonly used root words are listed below. Many are 



already referenced in the beginning of this physiology section but below 
are a few others that focus on muscles specifically. The names of muscles 
act much like the boney land markings and tell scientists what is 
happening; much like street signs for a driver. The street signs for muscles 
tell the scientists the shape and function of the muscle. 


We will now quickly review the muscles of the body with some important 
points concerning the specific movements that matter to an acrobatic 
coach. The format will be the same as the boney land markings for 
continuity. 


We will only focus on common muscles so the below diagrams will not 
have every label. It should still give you a great reference and visual to the 
levers in the body that create your body shape changes that induce 
rotation.




Anatomical Muscle References: 

Longus  - A long muscle compared to other small muscles


Brevis - A short muscle compared to other long muscles 


Digit - A Finger


Bursa - A “pad” of fat to protect areas of high load (similar to 
Meniscus) 

Carpals - Hand/wrist bones


Tarsals  - Feet bones


Major - Larger muscle with more pull on a specific lever


Minor - A smaller muscle that helps the Major muscles like an        
assistant


Bi - There are two separate points of Origin 


Tri - There are three separate points of Origin


Example:




Foot Muscles:  

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

The Subcutaneous Calcaneal Bursa helps to protect against the shock 
of walking repeatedly. Traditional acrobats commonly damage the 
Bursa (fat pad) on the bottom of the foot which sometimes needs 
medical treatment. Build up the protective muscles around the ankle to 
help relieve pressure off the Bursa.


Some muscles have very long tendons that do not actually attach in a 
linear fashion such as the Fibularis Longus. They may wrap around 
boney land markings depending on exact function.


The Superior Extensor Retinaculum is a sheath of connective tissue like 
a thin but wide tendon that protects areas of repeated movement such 
as in the Ankle. These Retinaculum are located all over the body at 
sensitive points.


The Achilles Tendon attaches to the Gastrocnemius and extends the 
foot (points the toe).




Lower Leg Muscles:


Important To Note:


The Soleus and Gastrocnemius both help point the toe but only the 
Gastrocnemius attaches above the knee on the Femur which means if 
legs are straight the Gastrocnemius is more active and if the leg is bent 
the Soleus is more active. Create your conditioning appropriately with 
this in mind. You can target both muscles at different times by having 
some leg conditioning with bent legs and others with ‘locked’ legs.


Gastrocnemius and Soleus both pull on the Tibia and Fibula and can 
cause pain. Physiotherapists will know how to relax those muscles to 
relieve the pain from constantly pulling on the bone. This is called “Shin 
Splints.”


Notice how the muscles attach all around the lower leg on all sides 
allowing the levers to be pulled in many different directions. 




Muscles Around The Knee: 

Important To Note:  

The 4 Quadriceps muscles - Vastus Lateralis, Vastus Medius, Vastus 
Intermedius and Rectus Femoris - all combine at the Quadriceps tendon 
that is attached below the Knee and on the Tibia. 


The Patella is a Sesemoid bone meaning it is imbedded in a tendon. It 
functions to protect the knee from damage on the front side of the leg 
as well as to create a lever away from the knee that makes it easier for 
you to flex your knee and walk. This is a great example of evolution 
creating The 1% Rule for your internal body rotations. Note the 
similarities.


The ACL, PCL, MCL and LCL (Interior Knee Ligaments) are separate to the 
Quadriceps but all muscles and tendons work together to keep the knee 
strong.




Femur Muscles: 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE: 

By rotating the legs sideways when doing a leg extension or flexion you 
can put more emphasis on different extensors and flexors, such as the 
Vastus Medialis or Lateralis, which are on different sides of the knee.


Some muscles like the Sartorius when contracted will rotate the leg 
sideways. 


The more common the movement in human life and past evolutionary 
life, the more likely evolution will create more muscles or larger muscles 
to control that movement.




Core Muscles: 


Important To Note:  

Each layer of the anterior core muscles pulls the torso in a different 
direction. The Interior and Exterior Obliques will rotate the torso around 
the vertical axis. The Rectus Abdominis will flex the abs like a ‘crunch’ 
and the Transverse Abdominis will stabilize the spine and is the deepest 
core muscle. 


By flexing the body in different directions you can target each muscle 
group separately or together.


When working the core, make sure you balance it out with all sides of 
the body including the posterior back muscles to maintain proper 
posture. 




Deep Back Muscles: 

Important To Note: 

The back muscles generally extend the back and head, whereas the 
front core muscles cause the body to flex inward into a ball. 


The Multifidus Muscles are small muscles that attach between the 
protruding bones of each Vertebra. Together they strengthen the spine 
along with the bigger muscles and tendons.


The Quadratus Lumborum attaches to the spine, bottom rib and the 
Illiac Crest and gives more stability to the core. It is sensitive and hard 
to specifically target. In acrobatics when an unprepared landing occurs 
you can damage the QL. If you have a lower back strain feeling that 
seems deep in the body, it is probably the QL.




Upper Back Muscles: 

 


Important To Note:  

The Latissimus Dorsi is one of the largest muscles in the body and 
attaches to the spine all the way from the bottom of the back (vertabrae) 
to the middle of the back. It also attaches to the Humerus which is why 
this back muscle actually performs half of the ‘chin up’ exercise, which 
seems more of an arm exercise to the uneducated eye.


You can see the Deltoid covers the Rotator Cuff Muscles seen earlier in 
the boney land markings section. The Deltoid increases stability around 
the shoulder joint.


The Erector Spinae muscles are a group of muscles running up the 
spine that primarily extend the back.




Chest Muscles: 


Important To Note:  

The Pectoralis Major attaches all around the Sternum, Clavicle and 
many ribs and is the prime mover of arm adduction and is used in Iron 
Cross on rings in gymnastics. 


The Serratus Anterior moves the Scapula to allow for more shoulder 
movement.


The Coracobrachialis helps with shoulder flexion along with the bigger 
and stronger Deltoid. Again, you can see muscles working in pairs and 
groups to create a wide variety of human movement. 




Humerus Muscles: 

Important To Note: 

The Bicep has the root word “Bi” meaning it has two origin points. The 
different origin points allow the body to still flex the arm if the shoulder 
is also flexed; much like the Soleus and Gastrocnemius in the lower leg.


The Bicep tendon attaches below the elbow, meaning the Biceps finish 
the second half of the “chin up” after the Latissimus Dorsi extends the 
Humerus. Don’t think of a ‘chin up' as just a ‘flexion’ movement; it’s only 
half flexion because the Biceps and the Latissimus Dorsi actually 
‘extend’ the Humerus. When you combine these two movements you 
get the classic “chin up.” 


Other muscles help with Forearm flexion such as the Brachialis. Most 
muscles work in groups that offer slightly different angles to the levers 
to encompass a wider range of human body movement.




Forearm Muscles:


Important To Note: 


The Latin word for thumb is Pollex and that is why the Flexor Pollicis 
Longus is named in this manner because it flexes the thumb. The big 
toe is called the “Hallux.” Again, note the similarities.


The muscles that control the forearm originate from the ends of the 
Humerus and cross the elbow joint which allows the forearm to flex.


The Retinaculum on the wrist joint is similar to that of the ankle.


Pronation and supination simply refer to rotating the forearm. One way 
to remember supination vs. pronation is to think of “sup” as the word 
“soup” and hold your hands like a bowl of soup. Pronation is the logical 
opposite. 




Hand Muscles: 


Important To Note:


The names of the muscles that move the thumb match the logic of the 
explanatory root words perfectly telling you exactly what they do with 
the thumb. 


The tendons of the forearm flexors from the previous page have 
tendons that extend all the way to the finger tips. There are no muscles 
in the fingers, just tendons from the forearm.


Hand surgeons say that the index finger is the best one to lose - if you 
had a choice. The index finger is needed the least.




Neck Muscles: 


Important To Note:  

The Sternocleidomastoid muscle is the long muscle on the front of the 
neck that is most prominent for most individuals and helps to rotate the 
head laterally.


There a lot of small neck muscles that help to stabilize the head and 
neck such as the Scalenes. 


The Trapezius muscles are usually big on a gymnast yet smaller on a 
trampolinist due to different discipline requirements.


Although a giraffe’s neck is 1.5 – 1.8 metres in length, it contains the 
same number of vertebrae as a human neck.




Facial Muscles: 

Important To Note:  

The muscles of the face are attached to nerves in the brain that 
automatically respond to social stimuluses such, as auditory or visual 
inputs, manifesting as small facial ‘twitches.’ This ‘automatic’ micro-
response is called a “Micro-Expression” and can be read by trained 
psychologists to interpret your ‘real’ feelings, before you make a socially 
acceptable facial expression that you ‘choose’ to show.


Muscles around the mouth, eyes and nose are meant to protect the 
body by reducing the size of the opening, reducing debris and other 
unwanted particles from going into the body. 


Some muscles increase the size of these openings to increase the 
amount of stimulus the body takes in. This is why human beings widen 
their eyes when surprised or in fear; to take in more light to try and see 
the situation better.




Anatomy Concluded: 

At this point you should be starting to see the 'method behind the 
madness’ that creates the human body. Each lever has multiple muscles 
pulling on it in different directions and the names precisely tell you the 
function of that muscle. Even though individual muscles can only contract 
or lengthen, by incorporating different combinations of lengthening and 
shortening you can create tons of different movements that do not seem 
to be based on this simple rule. 


Muscles work both together and in opposition in order to move levers all 
over the body; sometimes isolated and at other times as part of compound 
movements of several body levers. They work to move such levers as your 
arms and legs, which changes your body shape and allows you to change 
your mass position and allows you to rotate. 


Notice how the origins and insertions are never in the middle of a joint. 
This is because you need The 1% Rule to create rotation around any 
axis. This is why the Biceps attach below the elbow joint. Otherwise you 
wouldn’t actually rotate your forearm around the elbow joint but translate 
the arm instead with no rotation. If this were the case, you couldn’t scratch 
your nose.


By pulling these levers you will change the shape of the human body and 
thus modify the displacement of overall mass creating full body rotations 
in your external environment that you require for your sport. Even 
something linear like running is actually a series of rotations around the 
heel bone axis when the body comes into contact with the ground. There 
is no movement of the human body internally and externally on Earth 
that is not in some way actually a rotation around an axis when you 
look deeper.  



Chapter 3: Sliding Filament Theory 

We have discussed how levers work and how to identify and label levers 
and the muscles that attach to them. Now we can focus specifically on 
how muscles actually move the levers in the body. After all, we are here to 
learn about acrobatics not kinesiology. Now we will quickly discuss how 
the body moves the bones, that causes motion, which creates the 
flips. 


The way to create locomotion is to pull the levers (ie. bones). It is not like a 
pulley system with a rope (drawbridge). It is more like a chain of very small 
movements that all give us the illusion that it shortens as one unit. The 
muscle fibre as depicted in this diagram is made of proteins called “Actin” 
and “Myosin." Actin and Myosin are the two proteins that are typically 
given credit for contraction as they pull on each other to create a 
shortening of the muscle, which results in different levers of the body 
changing their angles.


 Contracted Muscle

Un-Contracted Muscle



The simplest way to visualize these proteins pulling on each other is to 
think of the muscles scrunching together towards the middle (H Zone). In 
the diagram on the previous page you can see one of the different sections 
of the muscle. These are called “Sarcomeres” and each one ‘scrunches' in 
on itself like two people hugging. Each Sarcomere is extremely small but 
when you put hundreds of thousands of them together in a chain, the 
shortening of the muscle actually becomes visible to the human eye. For 
example, one muscle fibre from a bicep muscle may contain up to 100,000 
sarcomeres.


Simply put, ATP created by the body goes to the muscle that needs to be 
contracted. It attaches to the Actin and Myosin and activates a reaction, 
which causes the Actin and Myosin molecules to “unlock” from a 
hibernating “inactive” state. They begin pulling on each other making each 
Sarcomere “hug,” in essence, bringing each one closer together. 


Since muscles are made of amino acids athletes should be aware that if 
they don’t have enough energy, the body will start to break down the 
muscles and ‘take' the amino acids out of their muscles to create that 
energy for regular body function. This will 
be used for functions such as breathing 
and regulating different critical body 
functions or systems. The body will use up 
all the energy input first and then eat away 
at the stored energy; finally breaking down 
the muscles for energy during starvation. 
That is why someone who is starving, or 
those who have suffered an injury and 
been at rest for long periods of time, have 
very little muscle mass. 


You can look at a muscle like an accordion. Each 
section of the Bellow (The scrunching fan part in 
the middle) is a Sarcomere and scrunch together 
with chemical bonds. 



Chapter 4: Energy in the Body 
The Universe operates under a very simple assumption or goal you could 
say. All atoms and molecules want to exist in the lowest energy usage 
state possible. We will not get into the terribly complicated concepts of 
statistical mechanics but I want you to understand that all the fancy 
equations point into the direction of energy saving. It does this by either 
attracting to another particle or moving away from it. There is no other 
option.


Starting With Atoms: 

This means that atoms with extra energy will go find atoms or bigger 
molecules that can ‘share’ the extra energy. This is one important reason 
that bonds are formed in the first place. You are nothing more than atoms 
stuck together in clumps called “Molecules.” These atoms and molecules 
have energy around them in the form of electric energy, kinetic energy and 
potential energy blended together effectively making a ‘cloud’ of energy. 
These different forms of energy acts as a ‘glue’ to other atoms and 
molecules and are normally called “Bonds.” By simply pairing up atoms 
together they can share the electricity between them, meaning there is less 
energy in the whole system to ‘manage.’ 


Think of it like a restaurant: Imagine a group of twenty hungry people all 
out for a nice meal and instead of being sat all together at one table they 
were split up among several smaller tables. The waiter would literally have 
more work to do by going through all these tables attending to one person 
at a time. Instead, to reduce the amount of energy the waiter uses, they 
put groups of people together at one larger table. This will reduce how 
much space it takes within the restaurant (so you can fit in more people) and 
make it easier for the waiters. This is what it means when we say atoms 
and molecules like to be at the ‘lowest possible energy state.’ They are 
fundamentally trying to reduce their workload in some sense. 


The sun provides energy to plants and plants use that energy to create 
oxygen, which is needed to breakdown Glucose in the body. Glucose is 



one of the building blocks of energy in the body and when it is broken 
down it releases the electricity holding it together, making it available for 
the body to create muscle movements instead. The human body is 
connected to the outside world in this pathway because without 
everything happening outside of the body we would not take that energy 
and use it to create mechanical energy inside our body. 


This is very important to understand: The human body does not “create” 
energy, it simply borrows energy from the Universe and the environment 
around it, transforming that energy into different forms. In the case of 
human beings it takes electrical, kinetic and potential energy from the 
bonds of atoms outside of the body, breaks the bonds within the body and 
transfers that energy to the muscles to create what we call “movement.” 


Energy cannot be created or destroyed, simply transformed, simply 
like how acrobatics can’t be created. Instead energy from previous 

objects and movements get transferred to the Flipper to make them 
move. Your acrobatics is actually just part of an infinitely long chain 

of energy transfers around the Universe.





It is important to note that a reduction in 
workload is a quantum phenomenon that 
transcends to biology and psychology. 
Everyone fundamentally wants the easiest path 
to success. The only difference between people 
is what they classify as ‘success.'


The human body can’t always take the easiest 
pathway sadly; for example let’s look at 
proteins. You might believe that proteins are 
stuck together with chemical bonds. This is not 
the case. Ninety percent of the structure of a 
protein is actually its reluctancy to be near 
water. The majority of your body is made of 

“Homo - Lumo Gap” showing that one 
atom with high energy bonds with a 
low energy atom to be as efficient as 
possible.



water and due to the electrical charges present in water, proteins want to 
stay away from it. The reason that proteins fold themselves is not because 
someone told them to or because they choose to bind together for fun. It 
is simply a way to stay away from water’s electrical charge that does not 
match with the protein.


The string of amino acids has their own electrical charge and when it does 
not match with water’s electrical charge it twists itself in such a way to 
avoid the body’s water molecules like magnetic repulsion. The side chains 
of the amino acids will align themselves so that the ‘water friendly’ side 
chains will touch water and the ‘non water friendly’ side chains will fold 
into the middle of the protein structure, effectively stying away from the 
water. The proteins stay in water, but not because they ‘want to’ in a sense 
but because they can’t leave the body, so they ‘deal with it’ by folding into 
unique shapes that protect it from the water. 


Human behaviour and ‘psychological phenomenon’ has roots in molecular 
biology, organic chemistry and quantum physics. People like to say that 
human behaviour is based on the past. That is true, but the past extends 
far beyond when any animals actually inhabited the Earth.


The most important take-away point from physiology, biochemistry and 
molecular/quantum physics is that the Universe arranges matter in 
animals, plants and the Earth itself in such a way that reduces the energy 
of an atom or molecule (group of atoms) as well as the whole system 
wherever possible. After the Universe arranged its building blocks, 



humans, animals and plants appeared; however, this is just what we have 
been trained to see. 


Molecules and atoms 
are not concerned 
about gymnast ics . 
Scientists will say the 
fact that we perceive 
t h e a b i l i t y t o d o 
gymnas t i cs as an 
“emergent property.” 
For a human property to be ‘emergent’ it must come from something. That 
something is the fundamental way that atoms interact that has many 
parallels to how humans act.


Basic Quantum Physics: 

Max Planck (1858–1947), German theoretical physicist, was one of the 
founders of quantum theory and the law of radiation, named after him in 
1900 and won the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1918. Following this 
discovery, Werner Karl Heisenberg (1901–1976), mathematical physicist and 
philosopher, developed a system of quantum mechanics based on 
Planck’s quantum theory and developed mathematical equations in which 
he stated his famous “Uncertainty Principle” in 1927.  Even someone as 
smart as Planck, the quantum Universe is impossible to truly understand. 
We can only guess with mathematical models but know nothing intuitive 
for certain. 


One of the most famous quantum physicists, Heisenberg gave a speech in 
the early 1950s claiming he still did not really understand quantum wave 
functions. That was twenty-six years after the wave function (Psi) was 
created and despite his extensive knowledge on the subject, it continued 
to baffle him. To this day, physicists ascertain they are only now seeing the 
results of Heisenberg’s early experiments, however, they still need a 
greater understanding of these results.




Physicists have never actually seen a chemical bond like the ones in 
the human body. They are only mathematical artists depictions. In 
quantum biology, scientists can measure the reflection of light waves 
bouncing off different molecular structures but can’t see the small 
structures themselves with their current level of technology. Based on 
what they see reflected back they are able to predict the energy levels and 
structure of the atoms or molecules similar to how a bat uses echo-
location. 


Scientists categorize the different angles, energy levels and name them 
different atoms and molecules accordingly. Then they create depictions of 
the structure of the bonds and atoms, based on the different reflections of 
the light to help students learn. It is important to note that no one has 
“seen” a bond or an atom, only artist’s depictions based on what the 
math predicts, not what is necessarily there.  

Plato, the Greek philosopher, wrote about this process in the “Allegory of 
the Cave,” in which cavemen who were chained up in the dark could only 
see shadows of creatures on the walls, not the creatures themselves. So, 
they had to formulate an opinion on what was happening outside of the 
cave based on two dimensional shadows. Scientists are still doing this 
today by digging deeper and coming up with new equations and 
technologies that will actually solve the deeper circuits of atomic 
mechanics.


To sum up the quantum world of biology you simply need to visualize 
different ‘orbs’ of energy ‘jiggling’ around and moving themselves into 
small groups called “molecules” based on their energy levels and the 
energy levels of the other orbs around them passing energy back and 
forth. 


This is the quantum and molecular base for what we do in our belief 
systems. A belief system is a set of principles or theories which together 
form the basis of a religion, philosophy, or moral code used within a 
person’s community. 


We find our place within that community based on the strengths and 
weaknesses of those principles. Freestyle Flippers try to build their 



reputation within their community like traditional athletes do with their own 
community. Atoms are basically doing the same thing in an abstract sense. 
The only difference is that atoms and molecules do it with kinetic, potential 
and electrical energy and we do it with language and behaviour. 


In acrobatics, we do this with mechanical energy in the form of body 
movement. These analogies are important for understanding human 
behaviour and therefore being able to control it as a coach, or as an 
athlete who needs to control themselves. It all begins at the quantum level 
and goes all the way up to the human perception level. Human beings 
don’t act any differently than atoms or molecules, we just label the 
definitions differently because we perceive it differently. It is similar to how 
we label secondary behaviours differently even thought the primary 
behaviours are the same.


Current research in nanotechnology 
uti l izing quantum principals al lows 
researchers to actually build molecules 
piece-by-piece. The Swiss Federal 
Laboratories for Materials Science and 
Technology (EMPA) recently created a 
molecular ‘car’ (photo right). 


This is where things become a bit scary for many people because we all 
want to think there is more to us than just a bunch of Lego™ blocks 
stacked one on top of each other. However, to be the most effective coach 
you can be, you need to realize that scientific research all points in this 
direction. I look at the life as a giant Lego™ land, where we are learning 
how to build with a wide variety of different 
pieces. 


You can create your own personal view of 
what this kind of research can or should 
imply, looking at your own ethics and 
morals. To be an effective coach I believe I 
need to have a firm understanding of this 
information and come to terms with it, 
even with its rather startling implications of 



‘what’ I actually am. This basic building process of the Universe does not 
automatically imply there is nothing to believe in, but it does imply we have 
no idea what to believe in yet.


I will say that I see way too much conflict, politics and blatantly destructive 
behaviour by those who claim to be doing it on ‘moral grounds.’ I see too 
many people hiding behind morality trying to disguise their true quantum 
and molecular nature. The research shows that we have no idea what we 
are, who we are and why we do what we do at a fundamental level. Every 
time I hear someone preaching about morality or notions of good and evil 
on the grounds that they apparently have the “right” answer and everyone 
should listen to them, I simply laugh. 


As Andrew Hessel quite nicely said, we have not done our homework 
about ourselves to know what is right and wrong. We are just going along 
for a ride, so make the most of it. I suggest you keep an open mind or you 
will find yourself in a dark quantum abyss before you know it.





“This is why we have so 
much problems 
understanding life. We 
haven’t done the basic 
homework.”  

~ Andrew Hessel - CEO of 
Humane Genomics Inc.



Chapter 5: Creating Energy For Human Use 

Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP): 

Now that we have created a platform for the building process at the 
quantum level we will look to the different molecules on a micro scale that 
help us move and try to extract some parallels to coaching on the macro 
scale that coaches can utilize. 


The body creates ATP in many ways to feed the different body functions. 
The steps in producing ATP creates energy for the body; I call it the 
body’s “currency.”  When you need energy you go to your body’s ‘energy 
bank’ and ask for ‘money'; ATP. I promise not to get into the nitty gritty 

biochemical reactions, however, 
it is important to understand the 
overall pathways to see the 
similarit ies to the bui lding 
process at all levels of human 
development, all the way from 
the atomic to the behavioural. 


You also need to understand 
how an athlete’s energy is 
produced to keep your body 
‘on,’ never mind the athletic 

rotations. Look at the overall concepts of how the body works and don’t 
get tied down by chemical language. In the same way that anatomy uses 
Latin root words, biochemistry uses prefixes, suffixes and numbers to 
represent something about that molecule or its reaction that scientists can 
use to describe what they see. 


The energy in ATP used to create human behaviour is in the “3-Phosphate” 
molecules on the end. During times when the body needs energy these 
molecules are broken off and energy is released by breaking the electrical 
bond that we discussed in the last section. Every day you use about 70Kg 



of ATP to run the human body and you recycle the building blocks of ATP 
about 500-750 times per day. 


The majority of that ATP runs the molecules in your brain. The energy is 
stored in bonds which is nothing more than electrical energy. 
Electromagnetism is the term given to the “force” that keeps molecules 
glued together. Without it, molecules in the universe would not stick 
together and the structure of organisms and the world around us would 
literally not be possible.


Electromagnetism is the force that keeps your body as one unit, so 
rotation is possible without you breaking apart into trillions of little pieces. 
Remember, energy can’t be created or destroyed. Energy is a conserved 
quantity. The law of “Conservation of Energy" states that energy can be 
converted into different forms, but not created or destroyed entirely; so 
when a molecular bond is broken, (ie. a molecule breaks part into smaller pieces) 
that energy has to be transferred to somewhere. The ‘transfer’ of energy 
goes to other molecules that converts the energy into human movement. 
Different bonds, such as double or triple bonds or bonds that connect at 
different angles between atoms hold different amounts of energy.  


This energy is then be used to contract the muscles that pull the levers, 
that cause rotations throughout the body. These culminate to create 
human movement and the cycle repeats. You are not “creating energy” 
within the body, you are rearranging it from the ‘outside’ world and putting 
it into a useable form to create behaviours like a flip. In this way you are 
more ‘connected’ with the outside environment than you may think.


Speeding Up Natural Reactions: 

To create any reaction the body must take a phosphate molecule from the 
initial ATP to create this reaction. So a previously made full ATP has to 
break apart to start this reaction. Now the original ATP only has two 
Phosphates left, making it Adenosine Diphosphate (ADP). The ADP can 
now be broken down or re-used in other reactions for the energy carrying 
Phosphates.      


x-dictionary:r:'Conservation_law?lang=en&signature=com.apple.DictionaryApp.Wikipedia'
x-dictionary:r:'Conservation_law?lang=en&signature=com.apple.DictionaryApp.Wikipedia'
x-dictionary:r:'Energy_transformation?lang=en&signature=com.apple.DictionaryApp.Wikipedia'


This enzyme is called "Hexokinase.” 'Kinase’ basically means “enzyme.” 
So any term named “____- Kinase” is a molecule that regulates these 
molecular rearrangements and makes sure everything is going according 
to plan before passing it onto the next Kinase, which facilitates the next 
step of the energy making process. 


The body has a Kinase for every type of the 
reaction within each pathway of energy 
production but not necessarily for every step 
itself. There may be 100 steps but only 20 
different Kinases are needed because the ‘x’ 
type of reaction that requires an ‘x' type of 
Kinase may actually occur 40 times within those 
100 steps. There are Kinases (enzymes) for every 
kind of reaction. Without a Kinase the reaction 
would not have enough speed to be able to 
occur in our life time. 


This means that the any step of an energy 
creating pathway would take a few billion 
years to complete, unless a kinase was 
present. 


Hexokinase is actually not ‘speeding’ up the reaction, it is reducing the 
energy needed to make these reactions happen in the first place. It is able 
to do this because as a large protein it has ‘binding sites’ where the 
molecules can attach. By attaching themselves they are closer together, 
where a smaller amount of energy is required to force the molecules 
together, thereby making the reaction more efficient. It is similar to the 
waiter in the restaurant analogy used earlier. 


Simply think of an enzyme as a person who comes in to the restaurant and 
pushes the tables together for the waiter, thereby reducing the energy 
output needed to serve the customers. This is a very simplistic view but it 
is enough to understand how the body works. 


These reactions are going on every millisecond in your body and each of 
the molecules are recombined into different formations with different 

When able, chemical reactions go from 
(A) to (C) to save energy. Creating bonds 
that hold your body together is the 
‘cheapest’ universal energy cost and 
thats why we exist as a clump of atoms.



molecules. The original molecule starts as it is ingested as part of the food 
you ate and different enzymes break down the molecule and reassemble it 
into different molecules the body can use to create energy. Each time it is 
re-assembled, it becomes one step closer to creating a form of “energy” 
which is used to contract the muscles and pull the levers of the body. This 
is analogous to how each internal bone rotation cumulates together, 
rearranging the body shape, to create an external full body 
movement.


Many Atomic And Molecular Arrangements:


It is very important to understand that different nutrients can be converted 
into the same exact energy source; ATP. It does not matter if it is Fats, 
Sugar or Proteins. The body takes all of these and their different forms in 
different amounts and converts these building blocks into ATP, through 
many different reactions within the ‘energy pathways' that combine to 
build up energy in the muscles.


Depending on the nutrient, the body will have a different starting place for 
that molecule to make the ATP. However, in reality, all of these molecules 
are “different” due to different amounts of electricity around them. They 
are put into the same group of systems that reshape the molecules for 
different desired outcomes. Each nutrient building block can be used to 
make another completely different nutrient.  

If a protein goes into the body, it can undergo the processes and turn into 
a fat. A fat can turn into a carbohydrate. A carbohydrate can turn into a 
protein. All the molecules and atoms can be mixed together to make what 
the body needs. Each remaining molecule can also be recycled into any of 
the steps within each pathway. With the use of enzymes, called 
“Transporters,” they can move to different areas of the body that require 
the molecule or atom. 


Again, imagine a large bucket of Lego™ building blocks. Maybe there are 
only a limited number different types of ‘blocks’ but you can make a huge 
number of combinations with them. It is very important to understand this 



before going into the details. Researchers can build molecules the same 
way the body can build molecules like building blocks which is the same 
way Freestyle athletes can build skills on the trampoline.


Creating Energy: 

There are three molecules in the human body that are attributed with 
energy creation: Sugars (Carbohydrates), Proteins and Fats (lipids).


Also known as “Saccharides," carbohydrates 
function in the same manner as proteins and 
fats within the body. They combine together 
to create different molecules that can be 
broken down later to create energy for the 
body. The basic unit of a carbohydrate is a 
Glucose molecule (right). The glucose 
molecules are attached together into long 
chains called “Polysaccharides.” 


Glucose is stored in the body in a 
ring-form called “Glycogen” because 
the bonds between the different 
carbons w i th in each G lucose 
molecule are more effective in this 
cyclical conformation. It is easier for 
them to react with other molecules in 
this formation. Think of it like making 
an ergonomic keyboard that makes it 
easier for you to type long essays. 


One hypothesis states that because the ‘-OH’ is on the exterior of the ring, 
they are more spread out, so molecules that may want to react with it 
them find easier to make space because they are not clustered together. 
The internal ‘-H’ molecules are generally untouched because they are hard 
to reach. As long as there are ‘-O’ and ‘-H’ molecules fanned out on the 



outside, the passing molecules will quickly react with those and move on. 
Biology is aiming to work as efficiently as possible. 


When combining two molecules of glucose you are creating an extra water 
molecule (H20) in the process. This is called a "Glycosidic Bond” and every 
polysaccharide uses them to stick together.  When broken apart the ‘extra’ 
water molecule can then go to other parts of the body, ready to make 
additional reactions occur with other molecules. This is why water is so 
important to human survival; it is required in so many different 
reactions in the body. 

When you have many polysaccharides (sugars) grouped together, like 
Proteins, the body wants to condense the chain of glucose and add 
strength to the structure by creating a circular conformation. 


Even though we are only focused on glucose, it is important to note that 
there are many different types of sugars in the body and each kind can be 
transformed into other kinds depending on the function the body needs at 
that particular time.


Examples of Carbohydrates: 
 



Different sugar chains only differ from the length of the chain and the 
specific arrangement of atoms. If the chain is short it is known as a 
“Simple Sugar.” If the chain is long it is called a “Complex Sugar.”  


People use Glucose, Fructose and Galactose for their energy creation 
(Galactose - “milk sugar” is a monosaccharide sugar that is about as sweet as glucose, 
and about 30% as sweet as sucrose). When you buy milk, the cow creates 
Lactose and the human body can break that down into Galactose and 
Glucose. These can be put into different energy systems in the body to 
create energy. 


All of these combinations can be found outside of the human body or 
synthesized in a lab. They contain the essential building blocks of sugar 
which are Fructose, Glucose and Galactose. 


Sucrose, Lactose and Maltose are not made in the human body but can 
be digested to create the fundamental single sugar molecules that can be 
used to create energy in the different energy pathways. This is why 
nutrition is important. We have discussed how the body can rearrange 
molecules to aid in energy production but it still needs specific atoms and 
molecules that only exist outside of the body as well. 


Please see the Freestyle Flipper Nutritional Program we created with 
Arbonne in “Building Nutrition.” 

x-dictionary:r:'Carbohydrate?lang=en&signature=com.apple.DictionaryApp.Wikipedia'
x-dictionary:r:'Sweetness?lang=en&signature=com.apple.DictionaryApp.Wikipedia'
x-dictionary:r:'Glucose?lang=en&signature=com.apple.DictionaryApp.Wikipedia'


Proteins: 
 

A protein, such as the Hexokinase from the earlier example, is a long chain 
of amino acids just like the sugar molecules. An amino acid is a basic 
building block of a protein and if you stack a large number of amino acids 
together (1000’s-10,000+) you end up with chains folded together called 
“Proteins." You should note the similarity between sugars and proteins.


The coloured “R” group side chain (diagram above) is what makes each 
amino acid slightly different. Depending on the side chain on that 
particular amino acid, it will react slightly differently in the body, due to 
different amounts of energy and size. 

When there is a long chain of proteins, the 
body will condense the chain, in order to 
reduce the energy required, just like 
glucose, folding it into a condensed 



configuration. Like Glucose, a long strand of 15,000 amino acids can be 
easily broken but a rolled up ball of amino acids is much stronger and 
therefore less likely to be destroyed when moving around the body. 


Cell membranes are full of proteins that help give it strength and allow 
molecules in and out of the cell. Which molecules go in and out of the cell 
is based on the exact amount of electromagnetic energy and the size of 
the molecule or atom. The size or electromagnetic charge has been built 
over many years and acts as a ‘gateway,’ only allowing certain molecules 
in and out. 


The goal of these molecules and atoms was to obtain stable structures 
with low energy requirements, which created what we call a “Human 
Being.” This is similar to the way in which human beings form stable 
structures called “Families,” “Communities” or "Belief systems.”  


Human beings operate in much the same way as cells; we just don’t 
consider cells or molecules as intelligent as humans. Their life is the same 
as ours and we are following the rules of 'energy management’ the same 
way the molecules are. Molecules create energy by bonding together. 
Human beings create energy by bonding together in societies. Whats the 
difference?




FATS (Lipids) 
  

Fats are the final source of energy and 
follow much the same pattern we have 
already seen. Hopefully you are beginning to 
notice a pattern in the way the body is 
working. This is important to understand. 
The names of the molecules and the 
structure of their side chains are not 
important. 


However, understanding the method and patterns the body uses to 
organize itself is crucial to understanding how to teach your body what to 
do. After all, if the language of the body is to ‘build up a chain or repeating 
patterns’ then it would make sense to follow that language in order to best 
communicate within the body when you want it to do something new in 
the gym. This is the biological reason why we think of ‘building athletes, 
not training them.’ You can also say this is a biological reason why creating 
value for others is the only way to get value in return. 

Fats are nothing more 
than long carbon chains 
with hydrogens attached 
to them, with a few 
oxygen molecules at the 
end. When you put these 
h y d ro c a r b o n c h a i n s 
together into packages 
they form what we call 
“Adipose Tissue” also 
known as “Fat.” Each 
fatty acid is anchored to a 
Glycerol “Backbone” as the physiologists call it. A Glycerol is actually a 
carbohydrate and, as you guessed it, can be used in different pathways in 
the body if it does not have any fatty acids attached to it. 




Fatty acids can be straight (saturated fat) or have a double bond (unsaturated 
fat). The unsaturated fats are better for the body because the 
hydrocarbons (fatty acids) can be more easily broken down due to their 
accessibility, or the nature of the bend in the chain. Something that is 
straight and solid is not as flexible so it is unable to work with the body. 
This is why trans-fats are considered ‘bad’ for us. 


When the body needs energy from these fats that have been stored up 
over time, it breaks off each fatty acid one at a time with an enzyme and 
then breaks down each carbon portion, putting it into the energy system of 
choice. Sounds a lot like amino acids and carbohydrates doesn’t it? 

Do not forget that the body is made of building blocks and those blocks 
can be torn down and rebuilt in many ways. This is why we follow the 
language of biology for building and tearing down skills in coaching; it’s all 
the same. 


When the fats need to be built up and stored from digestion they are put 
into three chains anchored to a Glycerol backbone and then clumped 
together with other Triglycerides in larger vesicles containing many other 



triglycerides. This is the stored state of fat, just like the wound-up structure 
of a protein is its final state and Glycogen is the final storing state of the 
glucose. Proteins, carbohydrates and fats work the same way. 


Everything in training is similar. It is a build up or break down Degree-By-
Degree, molecule-by-molecule, atom-by-atom process and by taking a 
very small number of different molecules and putting them in a specific 
order, you can create any acrobatic skill imaginable. The SAQ test 
measures your ability to do this objectively to a larger degree. Please see 
“Building Biomechanics” for an in-depth review of the RPF and SAQ 
equations. 

Chapter 6: Energy Systems in the Body 
  

The goal of this story is not to force you to memorize every precursor to 
energy production or the enzyme names or the Latin root words. The goal 
is to understand, at a fundamental level, the process of the body and how 
it builds up the energy to create human movement like how rotations are 
built up to create acrobatic “skills." 


ATP-Phosphocreatine System ~ Fast Energy: 

The ATP-PC system which creates energy by recycling the ATP quickly 
and does this extremely quickly. 
Phosphocreatine is a molecule 
that holds onto phosphates. 
R e m e m b e r , A T P h a s 3 
Phosphates, so in order to create 
energy phosphocreatine must 
have phosphates attached to it 
t h a t q u i c k l y d o n a t e t h e i r 
p h o s p h a t e s t o a d e n o s i n e 
diphosphate. Your body will run 
out of phosphocreatine after 



about 15 seconds, so the body has to remake it while you rest.  


This system is used for vault or a major tumbling pass in gymnastics. It 
only lasts a short time so you have to use that energy wisely. You can see 
in the diagram that the breakdown of glucose in the Glycolysis pathway 
creates ADP that can be given to this system. 


Glycolysis - Medium Speed Energy Pathway Part 1: 

We will not be going through the Step-By-Step process of Glycolysis, 
however, it is important to have it shown here as a quick reference. 
Glycolysis is the breakdown of glucose by enzymes, releasing energy and 
pyruvic acid. The first phase of quick 
energy creation lasts about 30 - 60 
seconds and happens in the 
cytoplasm of the cells. Cytoplasm is 
the material or protoplasm within a 
living cell, excluding the nucleus. 
Think of it like the fluid between the 
organs in the cell. It contains 
different molecules and transporters 
and water of course. 


Hockey players use this system for a 
30 second shift and then have to rest 
for a few minutes before being able 
to use it again. It is the process of 
breaking down ingested or stored 
glucose chains into smaller parts. 
These smaller parts can be then put 
into different processes to create 
energy down the road. 


Glycolysis is the first part of a three-part pathway and is considered a 
medium speed pathway for energy because of the structure of the 
process. It is longer than the ATP-PC system but not as long as the 
Oxidative system mentioned later.




As you can see ATP is needed to start the reaction. Without activating 
energy nothing can happen. Not to worry, the body already has ATP stored 
from previous cycles of this pathway which happens while we rest, like 
between on-ice hockey shifts. 


Notice that creating Fructose is part of steps 2 and 3. This is where you 
begin to see how different nutrients coming from other pathways that all 
come together to create energy. In steps 3 and 4 we see a great 
opportunity to have different molecules come in and out of alternative 
pathways, depending on the needs of the body. If the body needs to store 
more fat, DHAP will turn into a Glycerol to attach more fatty acids to it. For 
example, a person who is relatively sedentary would have more DHAP 
converted into fat than creating Pyruvate at the end of Glycolysis. 


An athlete who focuses on quick energy production and is constantly ‘on 
the go’ would require DHAP to help Glycolysis rather than to help fatty 
acid synthesis, which is slower at producing energy. This is very important 
to understand. The body modifies its “focus” depending on what you do 
with your body. For example, if you are a runner the body will tell the 
enzymes and molecules to be ready to go to a specific pathway or 
‘factory’ to help your legs and lungs focus on the extra oxygen needed. If 
you do nothing but eat, the body will tell the same enzymes to go to a 
different pathway or ‘factory.’ DNA is simply a stored form of the things we 
‘focused’ on in the past as discussed earlier. It’s not making decisions, it’s 
reacting.


Krebs-Cycle ~ Medium Speed Energy Pathway Part 2: 

The Citric Acid Cycle (Krebs-Cycle) is the second phase of creating energy 
for the body for medium duration energy expenditure. This next step 
occurs in the Mitochondria. Notice that at the top of the pathway in the 
diagram below the starting molecule is Pyruvate, which comes directly 
from Glycolysis. The Pyruvate made in Glycolysis does not have to be the 
exact same molecule. It can be traveling around the cell previously created 
and put into the Krebs-Cycle at a different time.




Again, we can see that there are changes in the structure of the enzymes 
and throughout the process ATP is actually being made. Not much ATP, 
but just enough to see a bit of return on the nutritional investment. All the 
molecules you see leaving the process, such as NAD, FAD and ADP all go 
back into the molecule pool and can be used again, built up again or 
broken down further. It depends on what the body needs at that time, 
based on previous requirements. 


The major point in the Krebs-Cycle is that NAD and FAD are created. 
These are huge components to the Electron Transport Chain which is 
where most of the energy is made in the overall Glycolysis pathway.  


Note that C02 is made as well. Carbon Dioxide (C02) is a byproduct of 
energy creation and this is exactly why. Carbon Dioxide is removed and 
thrown into passing un-oxygenated blood cells in the blood stream. Next, 
it is sent back to the heart, then to the lungs where it then is expelled from 
the body. Expelled air, therefore, is mostly C02 because of these systems.


#FreestyleFreddy Fun Fact:  When someone is “running out of breath” what actually 
happens is the C02 is building up to a toxic level in the body, so you want to expel it quickly, 
requiring new Oxygen. You have energy stores that can produce ATP for a long time without 
taking in new Oxygen. It’s the C02 build up you are feeling, not lack of oxygen. 
@FreestyleFreddy_Official



 

Electron Transport Chain ~ Medium Speed Energy Pathway Part 3: 

The final step of this pathway is the Electron Transport Chain and it 
occurs in the Mitochondria and is also important in the next energy 
pathway. Mitochondria is known as the “Powerhouse” of the cell. Visually 
this is a complicated process but the crucial thing to understand is that the 
NAD and FAD from the Krebs-Cycle are the major precursors to creating 
ATP in this part of the pathway.


We can see that in the bottom right portion of the diagram ATP is finally 
being made as the Hydrogens are passed through the protein. That 
particular ATP is then either rushed off to a muscle, to pull on a lever, or 
stored for later use depending on what your current and potential future 
energy requirements will be. Again, this decision is based on what you 
generally have done with your body over the years. This is partly why it is 
hard to lose or gain weight. The body familiarized with utilizing certain 
energy systems and to change it means the body now needs to train a 
whole new energy system. 


NADH loses the energy of the Hydrogen electron and passes it along the line (Blue Arrow) and then ATP 
Synthase combines that energy into ATP



In acrobatic disciplines we can see the parallels in creating unique routines 
and combinations of rotations. Imagine a gymnast or trampolinist who can 
mix and match any skills together as the thought comes to mind? Imagine 
an athlete who is not locked into one ‘pathway’ but is able to build skills 
and combinations on a whim, across any pathway; much the way the body 
can create different molecules. That is the ideal I am looking for and hence 
why I call this version of trampoline “Freestyle,” because you are free to 
create your own style.  

The idea is to have an athlete create different combinations when allowed 
to enter the Freestyle realm. By actually understanding this concept they 
will be able to build skills as demonstrated with the SAQ, not simply repeat 
the same routines over and over again. 


This is the ideology of the FTA. If the athlete is unable to freely build their 
skills they will naturally get into a pre-programmed state, much like the 
way the body does. As a coach it is imperative that you mix things up a bit 
to ensure different “pathways” are working and your athlete is not just 
doing what they are told or acting like a robot. 


Fat Metabolism ~ “Slow” Energy Pathway: 

We will only cover this 
subject briefly in order to 
d e m o n s t r a t e t h a t 
precursors in the “Quick 
Energy” pathway can be 
used in this slower energy 
p a t h w a y a s w e l l . 
F u n d a m e n t a l l y , t h e 
reason it is harder to 
obtain quick energy from 
fats is because it is stored 
in small vesicles called 
“Lipoproteins.” 




To get them out, it requires more steps and time, so more total energy can 
be stored for longer periods of time but getting the energy to the muscles 
take longer. The Fats have to be transported to the area where they are 
most needed, passing through many different membranes requiring 
different transporters and enzymes. It may not seem like it, judging from 
the complex diagram here, however, our “Quick Energy Pathway” is much 
faster than the fat metabolism pathway. You can obtain a lot more energy 
from this slower pathway but an athlete who needs energy quickly has to 
be able to produce it faster, rather than in large quantities. By the time you 
have produced all that energy you have already lost the 100 meter dash. 


Notice at the top of the pathway diagram you see Acetyl-CoA being 
produced, which is the precursor to the Kerb-Cycle. This is another 
example of how the body exchanges molecules between the different 
energy pathways. As you can see, these pathways can be broken up into 
different parts, but they really are just one long pathway, just like how 
acrobatics is broken up into parts but is really just one long ‘pathway of 
rotation’ as we say. 


Energy Systems Conclusion: 

All you need to take away from this section of the story is that the body 
has several energy producing pathways or ‘factories’ and they all 
crossover with the same molecules such as Glycerol, ADP and Acetyl-
CoA. These molecules are built up to create energy the same way 
acrobatics rotations are 'built up’ to create skills. This is exactly the same 
in acrobatics. We have three different axes but we can crossover those 
creating many rotational possibilities as outlined in the RPF. 


I find it rather convenient that these three pathways create energy just like 
your three rotational axes create acrobatic pathways. They can be mixed 
and matched like we have seen in the RPF and SAQ equations. The idea 
of having athletes take a path to success really is imbedded in our 
biology!




Chapter 7: Supplements 

There are shortcuts to help your body shift to new energy producing 
pathways, or at least to be able to have more precursor enzymes and 
molecules ready to do the reactions in different ‘factories.’ 


Supplements are huge business and that is what they sell. Instead of an 
18 year old training Degree-By-Degree and slowly building up the proper 
ATP-PC system molecules so they can do a leg press at 500 lbs, they can  
take supplements that speed up the adaptation process. Phosphocreatine 
is a very well-known supplement and the theory is that taking more PC 
regularly will ‘trick’ the body into thinking it needs it, so it increases the 
body’s ability to utilize the ATP-PC system. This supplement would 
increase the recycling capabilities that the ATP-PC system runs on.


Simply put, if you can identify an enzyme used in the body for a 
reaction by taking a supplement you can speed up that reaction and 
have the body learn to use it faster. Amino acids are also supplements 
and create more proteins in the body that are used to enlarge the muscles 
so you can lift more weight.


Are supplements good or bad? That is hard to say because each one is 
different. Some work really well, others do not, so chances are you may be 
just wasting your money and hurting your performance unless you go with 
a trusted brand. 


I would never ingest any supplement that is not tested by the Health 
and Food governing body of your country. The government is extremely 
strict with anything that goes in the body and for good reason. With the 
complexity of all these different energy systems crossing over, the exact 
mechanism of what will happen in the body is not as easy to determine. It 
takes potentially up to 15 years to get a new drug on the market because 
you have so many government regulations and steps to go through before 
they deem it safe for human consumption. 


For example, you may increase your PC with a supplement but without 
knowing it, you may increase another pathway that uses PC precursors 



that has nothing to do with energy production. You may actually be 
causing more damage to your body. Hopefully that unknowingly effected 
area is not your heart or your brain. This is why supplements are highly 
regulated. 


If you are going to try some make sure you do your research into each one 
you want to try and start off by only doing one or two. Don’t wake up one 
day and start an intense diet of 25 supplements. You should talk to your 
doctor or reputable brand first just to be safe, especially if you are taking 
other medications. This is why we have partnered with Arbonne who 
specialize in making the right supplements for athletes who need an extra 
molecular boost.


Do not start your supplements at a 
young age. Athletes under 16-18 years of 
age do not ‘need’ any energy producing 
supplements. Vitamins and minerals can 
be useful when taken in accordance with 
your physician but a 5 year old does not 
need Phosphocreatine. The body will 
naturally increase the production of 
enzymes based on what you demand from 

your body over time, so a supplement is really just a short cut to 
adaptation or a way to artificially increase molecules that you don’t have. 


Not everyone is created equal, therefore the person beside you has slightly 
different amounts of precursors. If they are naturally deficient in PC, they 
may want to have a PC supplement to get back to ‘normal’ levels to be 
able to compete against you.  

You can take all the supplements in the world but if all the extra stress and 
dietary limitations leads to unhappiness you will eventually give up and 
quit the sport. People do sports for many reasons and they love the 
adrenaline, dopamine and endorphin release it gives them. Those natural 
chemicals in the body make us want to keep repeating the behaviour. If 
you stress yourself out while dealing with a complex dietary plan it 
becomes overwhelming and the athlete may become unmotivated. That 
will decrease performance no matter how good their nutrition is.  



Throughout my athletic career I personally had what is often described as 
an ‘unhealthy diet’ because my meals often consisted of 90% meat. My 
regular diet of bacon cheese hamburgers, pizza and soda was frowned 
upon. I did not eat enough fruits and vegetables but I performed some of 
the biggest tricks ever created and understood the technique of acrobatics 
that allowed me to invent new tricks, despite my diet. 


This is simply because I worked out harder and longer than anyone else on 
that pathway. I did more conditioning and I didn’t rest as long while I was 
training (my V02 was measured at 64ml/kg/min - thats the same as a professional 
soccer player). I trained several hours a day, 6 days a week, in addition to a 
few hours of conditioning and strength training every day at my University 
gym. 


I may not have won the Olympics but my research and practical 
experience showed me that success is in the motivation of “why you want 
to be a high level athlete,” not simply how you do it. You will find some 
way to do it and you will find a way over every barrier if you really want it. I 
was not motivated to go to the Olympics; I was in the sport for other 
reasons like trying to create new tricks. 


The athlete that wants to win the hardest, usually wins no matter what 
barriers are in their way. Some people don’t believe this but in this day and 
age where globalization has increased the quality of life, opportunities are 
everywhere if you truly choose to look for them. On the other hand, since 
your body is made with different strengths and weaknesses, what you 
‘feel’ you should be good at may not be conducive to success. By 
consistently searching for your strengths and ways to apply them, success 
is there for anyone who is willing to look for it and not simply give up 
because they can’t be successful at what they want. Don’t be selfish, be 
successful instead. 

I’m sure many nutritionists will say that this is the wrong message to send 
but I stick to what I have experienced. If you were to take two equally 
motivated athletes and give one a good diet and the other a bad diet you 
would see a difference in performance, but since no two people are 
actually equally motivated for the same goal, how can you quantify the 
results? The real question is: How motivated are you to win?




Chapter 8: Physiology Conclusion 
  

So far we have discussed a model of 
understanding the human body in a way that 
should speak to an acrobatics coach or athlete. It 
should be clear that there are similarities to how 
we build athletes with rotational pathways and 
how energy is created in the body between 
different pathways. Building an athlete is like 
building a molecule. 


Degree-By-Degree; Atom-By-Atom 

We have left out a lot of details about physiology and physics but have 
touched on many simple ideas that keep repeating, which you should start 
to see by now. By building up the body from the physics of atomic 
movement, to the levers in the body, to how those levers are moved is a 
Step-By-Step approach. This approach is used throughout the entire FTA 
training method on many levels in the other books in this package as well 
as in this book.


You are not going to have to memorize bioenergetic labels, but again, you 
need to understand ‘why’ it is formed the way it is. It is a process where 
the body keeps molecules at a base level but will adapt to each new 
situation, building the right amounts of specific molecules based on new 
external environmental changes. It does this in order to fit your needs 
based on how you use your environment.


Guy Kawasaki, the American marketing specialist from Apple, theorized on 
what made Steve Jobs so successful. He claimed it was not because he 
had a rigid business plan. It was actually the fact that he was able to adapt 
and modify his computer software to fit the needs of the industry at that 
time and could easily change based on what his customers wanted. If the 
public wanted an open computer and technology system he made one. If 
the public wanted a closed system he modified what he had done to fit 
that new criteria. He was flexible and able to adapt better than most. 
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